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Abstract
Avis has anger issues, and one of the things that makes her angry, and very confused, is the fact that her brain insists on telling her that the people around her aren't human. Her coffee server is an elf, her lawyer is a leprechaun, and just to make things worse, a succubus has broken into her... Read more
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To be continuously seeking opportunities to advance oneself or make money. The term often refers to someone who is ambitious without consideration of others. Primarily heard in UK, Australia. You just have an eye on the main chance—you don't care if I succeed or fail. See also: chance, eye, have, main, on. eye to the main chance, have an. have (or with) an eye for (or on or to) the main chance. look or be looking for an opportunity to take advantage of a situation for personal gain, especially when this is financial. This expression is taken from the use of main chance in the gambling game of hazard, where it refers to a number (5, 6, 7, or 8) called by a player before throwing the dice. See also: chance, eye, have, main. have an eye to/for the main chance. » Someone who has an eye to/for the main chance is always ready to use a situation to their own advantage. Thesaurus: synonyms and related words. Cheating & tricking. See more results ». (Definition of “have an eye to/for the main chance” from the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press). Translations of "have an eye to/for the main chance". in Chinese (Traditional). in Chinese (Simplified). Cookie Consent plugin for the EU cookie law. English. English English - Japanese English - Korean English - Spanish Japanese - English Spanish - English. From Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English eye for/on/to the main chance eye for/on/to the main chance USE A PERSONUSE something if you have an eye for the main chance, you will take advantage of any possible opportunity to get what you want – used to show disapproval ➔ eye. Exercises.